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Dadgad tuning is a popular tuning for blues guitarists. It provides a
resonant, open sound that is perfect for playing bluesy riffs and solos. If
you're new to Dadgad tuning, don't worry - this article will provide you with
everything you need to get started.

How to Tune Your Guitar to Dadgad

To tune your guitar to Dadgad, you'll need to tune the following strings:

Low E string to D

A string to A

D string to D

G string to G

B string to A

High E string to D
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You can use a guitar tuner or a tuning app to help you get your guitar in
tune.

Basic Dadgad Blues Chords

Once your guitar is in tune, you can start learning some basic Dadgad
blues chords. Here are a few of the most common:

Dmaj7: 000232

Em7: 022030

Gmaj7: 320003

Cadd9: 032033

Fmaj7: 133211

These chords can be used to play a variety of blues progressions. For
example, you could try playing the following progression:

Dmaj7 | Em7 | Gmaj7 | Cadd9 | Fmaj7 | Dmaj7

Easy Dadgad Blues Riffs

In addition to chords, you can also play riffs in Dadgad tuning. Here are a
few easy riffs to get you started:

Riff 1: 0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0

Riff 2: 0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0-2-3

Riff 3: 0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0-0-0-2-3-0-0-2-3-0



These riffs can be used to create your own blues songs or to improvise
over a backing track.

Intermediate Dadgad Blues Techniques

Once you've mastered the basics, you can start to explore some more
intermediate Dadgad blues techniques. Here are a few tips:

Use hammer-ons and pull-offs. Hammer-ons and pull-offs are
techniques that can be used to create smooth, legato lines. To
hammer-on, simply tap your fretting hand finger on the string to the
note you want to play. To pull-off, simply pull your fretting hand finger
off the string to the note you want to play.

Use slides. Slides are a great way to add some extra flair to your
blues playing. To slide, simply place your fretting hand finger on the
string and slide it up or down to the note you want to play.

Use bends. Bends are a great way to add some emotion to your blues
playing. To bend, simply pull the string up or down with your fretting
hand finger.

These techniques can be used to create a variety of blues licks and solos.
With a little practice, you'll be able to play like a pro in no time.

Dadgad tuning is a great way to add some variety to your blues playing. It's
a versatile tuning that can be used to play a wide range of blues styles.
With a little practice, you'll be able to master the basics and start exploring
some more intermediate techniques. So what are you waiting for? Grab
your guitar and start playing some Dadgad blues today!
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